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Davi and Sei immediately got dressed and were leaving the house in record time. Both of their eyes 

were clouded with worry and, at the same time, with fury as dangerous as hell. 

Sei’s eyes were like a furnace, burning wildly. His aura felt like the monster within him which had been 

chained up inside for a long time was about to go berserk. His unbelievably calm expression was just so 

terrifying that even his own well trained men felt chills down their spines. 

Damn, who the hell dared to enraged our boss?! Did that person wish to experience a death worse than 

death?! 

Davi on the other hand was wearing an expression that was obviously far from her usual composure. 

The still and serene look she used to possess whenever she went to battle was replaced with this 

unshakable fear and worry. 

She obviously look so scared. The moment she heard that these people wanted her son, Davi couldn’t 

help but feel the extreme fear that her son might be taken away from her again. Her anxiety was at its 

peak at this point. 

Of course, Sei noticed that she was very pale so he held his wife’s hand and clasped it tightly and said, 

"Don’t worry, I will never let anyone take away Little Shin from you." He reassured her and when Davi 

stared at the blazing furnace in her husband’s eyes, the fire in Davi’s heart lit again and slowly became 

larger as she decided to put all her trust and faith in her husband. That’s right, this is not the time for her 

to sulk and be weak. This is the time for her to stay stronger than ever because their dearest child 

needed her. 

... 

In a certain empty amusement park, a man with an aura of a demon who just emerged from hell, was 

standing in the middle of a spacious ground right below the huge ferris wheel. He was surrounded by 

countless men in black and the atmosphere was extremely tense. The situation looked like if someone 

made one wrong move, everyone would start to fire and bloodbath will begin. 

At that moment, Zaki who had activated himself into his killing machine mode stood there unmoving. 

His dear nephew, and the rest of the Chen family including Hinari were all inside the still moving ferris 

wheel. 

Zaki was actually inside one of the cabin a while ago since the old Mrs. Chen forced him to spend a time 

together with his fiancee. That was why when Zaki managed to force his way down the huge ferris 

wheel, like he was James Bond performing a mission impossible, all the guards with him were already 

down and he was the only one left. 

However, it seems like these Zhao’s private army knew what kind of being Zaki was that despite their 

numbers, no one dared to do a reckless move upon seeing him standing on their way. 

Hours ago, Little Shin’s security team decided to book the entire park for the day to avoid any 

unforeseen dangers since the old Mr. and Mrs. Chen would also be there. Zaki wasn’t a part of the team 

but he nonchalantly went with the flow since there were no major threats lurking around for any of Sei’s 



family at the moment. Well, Sei’s enemies don’t have enough backbone to even crack a joke in his 

presence and certainly, no one would be idiotic enough to anger him. 

However, who would have thought that the ones who would suddenly make this kind of bold move was 

none other than his biological family again? 

The Zhao family were a deeply rooted and very powerful family in East Asia and had been for a very long 

time. Their lineage and ancestry could be traced back from the time where emperors still ruled the land 

where they were among the wealthy and powerful, even then. This was why they remained formidable 

for many, many generations. Sei was actually the only one who had ever managed to dethrone them. 

The downfall of Zhao Meng was such a huge blow to the Zhao family that they fell from their high horse 

and was eventually replaced by Sei, who was still technically Zhao’s very own flesh and blood. But of 

course, Sei wanted nothing more to do with them. However, despite a big branch being cut down from 

the tree, the Zhao’s still remained standing strong. Their roots were deep enough that not one person 

would ever manage to uproot them from existence; not within a single generation. 

Moreover, Sei only took revenge on his father and not to the entire Zhao clan so the only one who 

suffered his wrath was his father. Sei didn’t touch anyone else other than Zhao Meng and his mistress. 

Although it was strange that no one from the other Zhao family members actually tried intervening 

between that fight between the father and son back then, Sei didn’t pay any attention to it because to 

Sei, he had nothing to do with the Zhao clan. So why were they now going after his son? What exactly 

were they after? Was this a declaration of war? 

 


